In today's world, computer aided technology is touching every sphere of human life rangingfrom communication, smart systems and even medical diagnosis. One of the broadest and upcoming areas of research is biomedical image processing that includes biomedicalsignal gathering, picture processing, image forming, and display to medical diagnosisbased on various features extracted from the images. One of the most challenging andcomplex areas of research in biomedical image processing is the segmentation and analysisof brain tumor. This paper proposed method for pre-processing and segmentation of brain image for tumor detection.
Introduction
In the day-to-day life, computational applications are gaining much importance. Specially, the use of the Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) tool for application in the field of computational biomedical analysis is being studied to a greater extent. In today's healthcare arena, detection and analysis of Brain tumor is one of the most commonly occurringfatality. According to the the report of the National Cancer Institute statistics (NCIS), over the last two decades, the overall cases of carcinogen, that includes brain cancer, has increased more than 10%. The National Brain Tumor Foundation (NBTF) for research in USA had estimated that approximately 29,000 patients in the United Statesare diagnosed with primary brain tumors every year, moreover, out of them 13,000 patients died. Especially among kids, brain tumors causes one quarter of all deaths relatedto cancer. The average yearly incidence of primary brain tumors in the United States is11 to 12 for every 100,000 people for primary malignant brain tumors, that rate is 6 to 7 for every 100,000. In the United Kingdom, over 4 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a bio-medical imaging technique used byradiologist for viewing the anatomical structures. MRI provides detailed informationabout soft tissue structural anatomy of human. MRI assist in diagnosis of the brain tumor. MR images are used for analyzing and studying the anatomy of the brain. One of the most challenging task in today's medical image analysis is automatedbrain tumor detection from MRI images. MR produces images of the anatomyof soft human tissue. It is used to study the human anatomy without invasive surgery [1] [2] [3] .
Brain image segmentation that defines the process of creating partition and analyzing theimage into visibly and anatomically different regions, is among the most vital and critical aspect of computer aided clinical diagnostic of tumor or other anatomical abnormalities.various types of noise that are found in the Brain MR images are multiplicative in natureand reductions of these noises are critical. From the clinical aspect, it is very essentialto ensure that the sensitive anatomical details are not removed by the noise reductionalgorithms. Thus precise segmentation of brain MR images is a challenging research area.Hence, highly precise segmentation of the MRI images is very critical for proper diagnosisby computer aided clinical tools. A wide variety of procedures for segmentation of MRimages had been proposed till date.
One of the major issues faced in the field of image processing and computer visionis texture analysis or recognition, which has been an active research topic since almostthree decades. Texture analysis was widely applied in various areas like remote sensing, object recognition, mobile robot navigation, estimation of 3D surface area from 2D images, contour based image retrieval and many more. Multiple algorithms or mathematicalmodeling methods have been proposed for texture analysis, and they can be classified intothree major categories: statistical methods, model based methods and structural methods. Each method has its own merits and demerits. This paper focused on MR Image segmentation, tumor detection and textureanalysis of tumor. We had proposed an algorithm on spatial domain segmentation of braintumor using multiple images of MRI. Another algorithm of brain tumor segmentationin the frequency domain using wavelet transformation is also proposed.
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The proposedalgorithm is compared with various other algorithms over different performance metrics to show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.
Brainis the most complicated and delicate anatomical structure in humanbody. Statistics proves that, among various brain ailments, brain tumor is the most fataland in many cases those tumors become carcinogenic i.e. brain cancer. Brain tumor ischaracterized by an abnormal and uncontrolled growth of brain cells, and takes up spacewithin the cranial cavity. It varies in shape, size, position and characteristics viz, can be benign or malignant, or even spread to different parts of brain and body, which makesthe detection of brain tumor very critical and challenging. The most vital information aneurologist or neurosurgeon needs to have is the precise size and location of the tumor inthe brain and also whether it is causing any swelling or compression of the brain that mayneed urgent attention. Moreover, this informationis also necessary for planning ofsurgery or post-operative care that may include radiology. Medical imaging plays a criticalrole in detection of brain tumor. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is important toprovide detailed and very precise information about tumor size, location and compressionof adjacent brain structures. MR Images are of very high resolution that can be analyzedusing Computer aided tool for automatic segmentation and analysis of tumor. Computeraided systems are preferred over conventional manual segmentation because automatedsegmentation is highly accurate and precise, free from human error and much faster thanmanual segmentation. So, there is a lot of research on the design of efficient algorithmsfor segmentation and analysis of Brain MR Image.
In addition to Brain tumor segmentation, the detection of brain tumor surface texture is challenging for researchers. Normally, MRI datasets have very low resolution. Image enhancement technique based on wavelet is used.
To give a complete analysis of brain MR image segmentation and surface texture analysis, the paper primarily throws light on four aspects, namely This paper aims at providing a 360-degree insight into the recent research areas of biomedicalimage processing on MR Images that involves understanding of various imaging modalities, proposed technologies of MR Image segmentation and also latest hybrid procedures that involves different aspect of signal processing with spatial image operation. It also provides an analysis of surface texture of brain tumor using wavelets and fractal geometry.
Literature Review
Medical imaging is usually related to Radiology or clinical imaging and the medical practitioner's or radiologist's responsibility for understanding as well as acquiring the images. Diagnostic radiography defines the technical details of capturing images in biomedical domain. The radiologist is responsible for capturing medical images of clinicalquality.
There has been large multi faceted and fast growth in the field on image processing in the last decade. In today's time, capturing, storage and analysis of bio-medical images is digitized [4] . With latest state of the art technologies, complete understanding of biomedical image is a challenging task because of time and accuracy constraints. The challenge for radiologists is high especially in anatomical abnormalities with different color and shape that needs to be identified for further studies. The main objective in developing image processing and computer vision applications is to maintain highest standards of accuracy in segmenting medical images. Image segmentation is the process of partitioning several distinct regions of the image based on various criteria.
Medical image segmentation is necessary in planning of surgery, investigation of growth after surgery, abnormal growth or tumor detection, and various other medical application. Although there are many automatic and semi-automatic algorithms of segmenting images, they fail in many instances mostly due to unknown or nonregular noises, in-homogeneity, low contrast or weaker boundaries that are very common to biomedical images. Magnetic Resonance Images or various other biomedical images consist of several complicated andminute anatomical variations which requires very precise and exact segmentation for doing diagnosis clinically [5] .
Segmentation of brain from MR image is very critical and challenging but extremely precise and accurate segmentation is required for various clinical diagnoses like, detection, analysis and classifying various tumor categories, such as, edema, hemorrhage detection and necrotic tissues etc. Unlike CT scan, Magnetic Resonance image acquisition parametersare greatly adjustable for creating high contrast image having distinct gray levels for different cases of neuropathology [6] . Hence, segmenting MR images is the recent researchfocus in biomedical image processing domain.In neuro-science segmenting of Magnetic Resonance image is required in diagnosis ofneuro-degenerative and also various psychiatric disorders [7] .
Recent work by [8] used a combination of mathematical morphology, wavelet based segmentation and K-means to achieve tumor detection. Another novel approach using color based feature extraction using wavelet decomposition can be found in [9] . Authors used Berkeley wavelet transform for feature extraction and a Support Vector Machine for classification of features [10] . A paper introduced frame and Gabor systems and its use in wavelet analysis for brain segmentation [11] . The use of frame theory and wavelet is used for image restoration [12] . Thus, it signifies that frame theory and wavelets can be used effectively in image processing. Authors also employed techniques of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and used K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) for segmentation [13] . Some employed stationary wavelet transforms to take place of traditional Discrete Wavelet Transform [14] . Afterwards, to train the classifier, they introduced a novel algorithm that is a hybridization of PSO and ABC. Researchers combined discrete wavelet transform with principal component analysis for segmentation [15] . Although those above mentioned algorithms give good results, still, segmentation accuracy could be improved further.
Here we design an algorithm based on frame theoretic methods and using discrete wavelet transforms mirror and apply it to brain MRI images and compare its performance with other segmentation algorithms. Significant gains in performance are observed, although the execution time is traded off.
Proposed Method
Thresholding, region growing, statistical models, active control models and clustering hadbeen implemented for segmenting images. As the intensity distribution in biomedical images is complex, thresholding becomes a critical task and fails in most cases. Fuzzy C means is a widely used technology for biomedical image segmentation butit considers only the image intensity thereby giving unsatisfactory output in noisy images [16] . A number of algorithms are proposed to make FCM robust against noise and in homogeneitybut it's still far from perfect. In probabilistic classification, a very accurate estimation of the probability densityfunction (PDF) is necessary. Non-parametric approach does not take any assumption ingetting the parameters of PDF, hence makes it precise but costly. In parametric approach, a function is considered to be a PDF function. It is relatively simple to implement but atcertain cases it lacks in preciseness and do not correlate with real data distribution.
Segmentation of image is required to identify objects and their borders [17] . Segmentationis the technique to segregate an image into different discrete segments i.e., sets of pixels, commonly known as super pixels. It is the process of giving a label to everypixel of the image so that the pixels having same label share same visual characteristics. Each pixel in a segment is similar in some computed property or characteristic, like color, intensity or texture. Adjoining regions are considerably dissimilar in comparisonto the similar visual characteristics. The output of segmentation is the set of discretesections that communally wrap the whole image, or a particular set of contours removedfrom the image. It is important when working with biomedical images, where diagnosisbefore and after surgery is essential for the administration of starting and speeding up the improvement process. The segmentation of the abnormal tissue cannot bemeasured up to with today's high speed computers that allow us to visually observe thevolume and position of unwanted tissues. Computer assisted identification of unwanted growth of tissues is greatly defined by the necessity of obtaining maximum possible truthfulness.The main objective of opening of computer systems is: accuracy, simplicity, ease of use and reliability. A biomedical image is taken in biomedical imaging, digitized and progression for the purpose of segmenting the images and getting necessary information. Hence, there must be wellestablished algorithms that can precisely classify the border of brain tissues and also minimizes the end-user interaction with the system there by reducing human error [18] . Moreover, manual segmentation procedure needs approximately 3hours to generate output. The traditional algorithms to calculate tumor volume are not wellestablished and are also error prone. It is required to pre-processing MRI images before segmentation. In the following paragraphs mainly pre-processing of images is done thorough proposed method.
Here the image is enhanced by executed a 3 by 3 `un-sharp' filter which enhances contrast. Multiple MR Images from various adjacent layers are used in this approach. In the pre-processing section two operations are done. Initially, various MR images gets registered in to a base image. Hence Multiple Image registration is necessary to implement and then those registered image had to be fused. Because of image diversity that are to beregistered and also because of different degradation, it is extremely difficult to develop a generalized algorithm that can be applied for all types of registration. The algorithm must take into consideration not only the type of geometric deformations among the image but also various radiometric deformations and noise corruption effects that the required precision of registration process and data characteristics which are dependent on applications. Most registration algorithms consist of the following steps:
Feature detection
Distinct and salient objects such as contours, boundary regions, line intersections, edge, corner, etc. that are automatically found by analysis of image histogram and filtering by spatial mask of 9 × 9 matrixes across the Region of Interest. Then, those feature is designated by the point representative, here centre of gravity, known as control point (CPs). Minimum three control points are designated for this case.
Feature matching
Here, correlation between feature found in sensed image and the feature observed in referenced image are established.
Transform model estimation
The sensed image is aligned with reference image based on the mapping function parameters that are calculated by the establishing feature correspondence. Here, rigid geometric transformation is implemented. Rotation and translation of the image is performed for aligning with base image.
Image transformation and re-sampling
Image values in non-integer coordinates. The values are calculated by interpolation. Here, transformation is done using nearest neighbor interpolation.
The critical aspect of fusion images is determining the process of combining sensor images. The naive image fusion technique is to simply take the average pixel gray level value of source image. The algorithm fuses two or more pre-registered images in one high quality image. Gray and Colour Image are supported. Here, α Factor is changed to alterthe degree of fusion of every constituent image. Having α=0.5, both images are fused in equal proportion. Having α<0.5, background image will have greater impact. Having α>0.5, foreground image will have higher impact.
The scull bone is removed by generating skull-mask from the MRI. Otsu's algorithm is implemented for image histogram shapebased thresholding [19] [20] [21] [22] i.e., reducing thegray level image to binary image. OTSU algorithm for thresholding defines that images that needs thresholding had two class of pixel value i.e., foreground and background, after that the estimation of optimum threshold separating these two classes id one suchthat intra-class variance is minimum. (Weight of foreground × variance of foreground) + (weight of background × variance of background) is calculated for the image and the minimum value is considered as thresholding. After doing complete thresholding, the scull is extracted by subtraction the binary image of scull from the original image.
A three step refining segmentation algorithm is discussed here. The steps are as follows: 3. Grid based _ne grain localization using local standard deviation It is the clustering problem in which image gray levels is clustered in pre-defined number of gray levels that are clustered. The most used unsupervised learning methodologies which explains well-known clustering problem is the K-means [20] . The algorithm uses simple and efficient method to classify a set of data using finite number of cluster, assuming k clusters, that is pre-defined. Those centroids should be placed randomly and separated from one another. The challenge lies in labeling k centroids, for each cluster. Next for each point the location is calculated for a given data set and correlated with adjacent centroid. After this step k new centroids are recalculated for that cluster resulting frompreviously. After calculating those k new centroids, a new binding is done among those equivalent data set point and their neighboring new centroids. As an effect of iteration, it is concluded that those k centroids change their position at each iteration until no further changes are done in subsequent iteration, i.e. centroids do not shift any more [21] [22] .
Lastly, the algorithms tend to minimize the objective function, using squared error function in which the square is calculated as the distance between a data point and cluster center.
The algorithm executes through those steps:
1. Place K distinct points in original image which are characterized by objects which are getting clustered. Initial group centroids are signified by those points.
2. Every object is assigned to a group by the closest centroid. Though the algorithm always converges, the k-means algorithm do not always detect the best case assignment, which is equal to global minimization objective. The technique is quite effective to the primary randomly selected cluster centers. Hence, to achieve optimal segmentation cluster configuration we had proposed a grid based coarse grain localization using local standard deviation that will be executed afterhaving done segmentation using K-means. The local standard deviation of output of the k-means segmented image is calculated. This image is projected onto big grid, ideally such grid is 8 by 8 pixel. Local standard deviation of every pixel is generated depending on the pixel values of these 64 pixels of the grid. After that histogram of every grid is generated and depending on this local standard deviation and histogram in every grid, the boundary of segmentation in those grids is re-calculated to give better result.
Selecting a larger grid dimension helps to reduce noise in segmentation. But, on the contrary, the larger grid dimension removes the fine anatomic variations like sharp curves in boundary region of tumor or overlapping area of gray and white matters of the brain. Hence, to achieve segmentation with optimal result, we re-process the output segmented image using the method of grid based fine grain localization using local standard deviation. Grid size of 3 by 3 pixels is chosen for the purpose. Hence, selecting a smaller grid helps to focus on fine anatomical variations of Magnetic Resonance image which requiresproper preservation. It restores the minute details of the tumor border and fine analysisof the overlapping region of gray and white matter. The results are shown in the following Figure 1 -4. Table 1 shows the result of comparison with other methods. 
Conclusion
This proposed segmentation algorithm is restricted by the constraint that the MRI needs to be of adjacent layers of imaging. Moreover, transformation of rigid geometric type is used. The registration process generates satisfactory results. This fusion algorithm gives satisfactory results in fusing multiple MR images. The algorithm for segmentation of Brain proposed here removes the drawbacks of conventional K-means segmentation method. 
